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2,698,175 
SHEET FEEDING MECHANISM 

George S. Rowell, Bedford, Ohio, assignor to The Chand 
ler & Price Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation 
of Ohio 

Original application September 14, 1946, Serial No. 
696,992. Divided and this application June 8, 1948, 
Serial No. 31,758 

14 Claims. (Cl. 271-11) 

This invention relates as indicated to sheet feeding 
mechanism for printing presses and the like and particu 
larly for cylinder printing presses. 

There has been a steadily increasing need for a small 
cylinder printing press of compact design having the 
adaptability required for use by jobbers. Such a press 
must be rapid in operation and versatile in the sizes and 
types of sheets which may be printed without elaborate 
adjustment of the sheet feeding mechanism. The sheet 
feeding mechanism of this invention may be employed in 
conjunction with various other devices such as folding 
machines but is especially adapted for use in cylinder 
presses of the type above indicated. 

It is, therefore, a primary object of this invention to 
provide sheet feeding means capable of fast operation 
without necessity of an overlapping feed, thereby per 
mitting the feed table to be positioned more closely to 
the impression cylinder with a resulting saving in space. 
Another object is to provide sheet registering means 

which will be effective under conditions of high speed 
operation and very accurate. 
A further object of this invention is to provide sheet 

feeding mechanism in which the same means which picks 
up the sheet from the feed table feeds such sheet directly 
to the impression cylinder without requiring any inter 
mediate conveying means. 

Still another object is to provide stack hold down and 
air blast means adapted to cooperate with such rapidly 
operating sheet feeding mechanism. . 

Other objects of this invention will appear as‘the 
description proceeds. 

. To the accomplishment of the foregoing and related 
ends, said invention then comprises the features herein 
after fully described and particularly pointed out in the 
claims, the following description and the annexed draw 
ings setting forth in ‘detail certain illustrative embodi 
ments of the invention, these being indicative, however, 
of but a few of the various ways in which the principle 
of the invention may be employed. ‘ 

In said annexed drawings: . 
Fig. 1 is a top plan view of a printing press constructed 

in accordance with my invention showing the feed table, 
sheet feeding and registering mechanism and the im 
pression cylinder; 

Fig. 2 is a front elevational view of such press; 
Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional view taken along the line 

3-3 on Fig. l and showing the suction means of the. 
sheet feeding mechanism in position to seize a sheet on 
the stack; 

Fig. 4 is a similar sectional view but showing a posi 
tion of such sheet feeding mechanism after‘ it has ad 
vanced a sheet to the impression cylinder; 
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Fig. 5 is a top plan view of one of the sucker ?ngers ' 
extending from a fragmentary portion of the sucker bar; 

Fig. 6 is a sectional view taken along the line 6-6 on 
Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 6 but showingv the _ 
disposition of the parts when the sucker tip is turned 
upwardly; 

Fig. 8 is asectional view of the clamping means taken 
‘ along the line 8-8 on Fig. 5; - 

' Fig. 9 is a fragmentary sectional view of the sucker bar . 
mounting taken along the line 9-9 on Fig. 4; _ 

Fig. 10 is an elevational view of the mounting of the 
"forward register; 

Fig. 11 is a sectional view of such mounting means 
taken along theline 11-11 on Fig. 10; ' . 
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12 is a vertical sectional view similar to Fig. 3 

but illustrating a modi?ed form of sucker bar mounting 
means; 

Fig. 13 is a fragmentary view of the sheet feeding 
mechanism of Fig. 12 in the course of elevating a sheet 
from the stack; 

Fig. 14 is a fragmentary view showing the positions of 
the parts after release of the sheet by the sucker tips; 

Fig. 15 is a fragmentary top plan view of the sucker 
bar mounting means shown in Figs. 12-14; 

Fig._16 is a fragmentary front elevational view of such 
mountmg means; 

Fig. 17 is a fragmentary top plan view of another 
modi?ed form of such mounting means; 

_Fig. 18 is a vertical sectional view corresponding to a 
mirror image of Fig. 3 but illustrating the cylinder press 
gmpltlaymg feeding mechanism of the type illustrated in 

Fig. 19 is a vertical sectional view taken along the 
line 19-19 on Fig. 18; 

Fig. 20 is a sectional view taken along the line 20-20 
on Fig. 18; 

Fig. 21 is an elevational view of the side registering 
means showing a sheet being engaged thereby; and 

Fig. 22 is an end elevational view of the sheet register 
ing means of Fig. 21. - 
_ Referring now more particularly to said annexed draw 
lngs and especially Figs. 1-4 inclusive, one form of press 
in which I contemplate employing my new sheet feeding 
mechanism comprises side frame members 1 and 2 
reinforced by cross brace 3. Between such frame mem 
bers is positioned a feed table 4 of conventional design 
adapted to support a stack of sheets 5 and provided with 
side gauges 6 and 7. Longitudinal slots 8, 9 and 10 are 
provided for gauges for the rear edge of such stack, only 
one gauge 11 being required for the size of stack illus 
trated in Figs. 1 and 2. The usual stack elevating means 
(not shown) will be employed operative to elevate the 
feed table and stack as sheets are withdrawn from the 
top of such a stack. > Y - 

A back plate 12 is provided against which the forward 
side of the stack is adapted to rest, such plate having a 
number of slots 13 in its upper edge through which air 
from the air blast means may be emitted. 

Journaled in the side frame members 1 and 2 is the 
impression cylinder 14 which is adapted to be driven 
through gear 15. Feed plate 16 extends between such 
cylinder and the forward edge of the stack. Adjacent 
the forward edge of the stack such feed plate is ?anged 
downwardly, such ?ange 17 being slightly spaced from 
back plate 12. Fitted in such intervening space is a 
freely slidable hold down means comprising a metal 
sheet, the upper edge of which is bent into a depending 
?ange 18 adapted to rest upon the forward edge of the 
stack. The metal sheet forming such hold down means 
is provided with openings corresponding to openings 13 
in back plate 12 so that the air blast from longitudinal 
chamber 19 under feed plate 16 is permitted to reach 
the forward edge of the stack. A second parallel cham 
ber 20 is provided under feed plate 16 adapted to direct 
a blast upwardly through openings 21 for the purpose 
to be described below. 
The sheet feeding mechanism is reciprocated ‘through 

the oscillation of'rocker arm 22 about its pivotal mount 
23. Such rocking or oscillation of arm 22 is accom 
plished through'the following means. A gear 24 driven 
with impression cylinder 14 meshes with gear 25 to drive 
a sprocket 26 connected by chain drive 27 with sprocket 
28. Sprocket 28 drives a large cam 29 which also has 
a cam track 30 slotted in its outer face. Adjusting arm 
31 may be locked by means of lock ‘nuts 32 and 33 in 
desired position to urge idlerroller 34 against endless 
chain 27, thereby maintaining the proper degree of tension 
in the latter. Rocker arm 22 is provided with a cam 
roller 35 traveling in cam track 30, whereby such rocker 
arm will be oscillated back and forth as cam 29 revolves. 
A guide-way 36, having a longitudinal slot 37 therein, 

is ‘pivotally mounted at 38 in a side bracket 39 in turn 
pivotally mounted onside frame 2 at 40. An adjusting 
screw 41, passing through bracket 39 and bearing on 
,feedplate 16, ‘is; operative to adjust-ably tilt bracket 39 



“to the right. 
i‘ relieved in local areas to permit the advance'of the-sucker 
’t1ps,- and, the individual segments of which such'roll ‘is 
#compri‘sed may-lbeimoved'along shaft" 74 into anyéd'esired 
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about its mounting ‘40 and thereby to effect a delicate ad 
justmfétt' of' the-location of' pivotal mounting ‘38' of‘guide 
way . ‘ 

Referring now additionally to Fig. 9 of the drawing, 
the‘ 1end *of :tubular v‘sucker viba'r 42 is ‘provided ‘with ~ an 
offset-brace arm"43, both’: suchtia'rms fhavingéball ‘bearing 
journaled rollers 44 and 45 respectively adapted to''- travel 
‘iin‘sl'ot 37 of guide-wayf36. Alsoipivotallylconnected to 
the end‘of sucker >bar'42 is'l'a ~1ink'46 connecteditoqhe 
upper end of rocker arm 22. The otheri'erid of iguide 
iway ~36-1fr'om its ‘pivotal F mount 138 carries I a I cam- f'roller 
‘47' adapted to 'runi‘onithe periphery ofTcanrZQ. The coil 
‘spring '48» serves-to maintain ‘s'uch'rolle‘rlin close engage 
ment with such‘ cam. -As' shown in'lFigs. 11 and :2,‘the 
toth'er‘fendlof suckeribar 42 is‘ supported vandroscililated 
by means which are the exact mirror imagel‘of the means 
‘above des'cribed'andi illustrated in‘ Figs. 3iand 4; shaft 49 
driven by gear 12‘5Ise‘rvin‘g’toi‘synchron‘ously‘ drive the 
=sprocket corresponding'to'isprocket?26"on-the other side 
-'of'~the press. Like' numerals‘ will, therefore,- be employed 
to ‘designate- like parts of such ‘ mechanism. 
Now referring to Figs. 1 and 5-8 of the drawing; tubu 

<lar suckerlbar E42,‘ which-'isiolosediat- each-rend, isipro 
vided with a ?exible hose connection i50=leading to la 
‘suction "pu‘mpicn'ot shown). Ysuch'isucker ‘bar-carries a 
plurality of ?ngers, the construction of which-fisibest 
“illustrated in ‘Figs. 5+8. iEachi-?ngerlcomprises aitube 
51 extending laterally " forward from "within-such ts'ucker 
‘bar > in 1 which is : sleeved -' a Y'protr-uding ' tube‘ 52 ‘closed at 
each end. Tubular extension 51 -is slotted-near its ‘ex 
~tremity -andi‘provided'_with~wings"53_land 54, whereby‘ tube 
-52 -'may be tightly '- clamped ' by adjustment of vknurled 
‘screw 55. A sucker tip 56, ‘preferably of 'rubber,vis 
~inoun‘ted at right- angleslto theend of‘ tubev SZ-a'ndIcOm 
*municates -with1 the *interior thereof. > An openingi57 -.1s 
provided in the lower‘wall-Iof tubular extensionr5l' within 
tsucker bar'142 and alsimilar opening "5815.1 provided in 
lthe‘wall of tubef52 adapted'to coincide-with, such ?rst 
‘named opening When'sucker‘ tipf56 is turned ‘downwardly. 
as‘is'hown in'Fig. 6, andn‘otdto so‘coin‘cidewhen such 
lsucker‘tip'is turned upwardly, as shown-in ‘Fig. 7. ‘It 
fwill, therefore, be seen- that aisle'evel'valve has-'been pro 
‘vided whereby the‘suckerj tip is in communication with 
the interior of sucker bar 42 when vsuchP-su'cker tip 13 
Ltul'ned downwardlylin‘jposition to-contact thel'topmo'st 
"-sheet' of the ‘stack but which wilhplace‘suchRsuckeriiltip 
‘out vof communication with the-interior ofl'the 'su'cker-ibar 
when such sucker tip‘is 'turnediupwardly'as shown-an 
fFig. 7. In operation,~asf'shown'in Fig.11,ifonlyf1those 
[sucker-tips adapted to1 contact the “sizegof sheetbelng 
\fed‘ will ‘be- turned downwardly with the 'others'turned up 
‘to close off communication with the-sucker‘b'arLasttWeIl 
l'as 'to-lavoidpos‘sibility of interference with the‘~ side reg 
.’ ister described I below. 
The forward register is in the form of a long-‘comb'59 ' 

ihavingi depending ?ngers‘860. As‘ best-'shown‘hinz Figs. 1, 
i'3,‘ 10' and ‘ 11,1 'suchii‘register‘ is clamped‘ito rocker-“shaft 
‘161 journaledin‘side frames 1 and 2¢by¢means1of clamps 
'162 and‘ 63. 'As shown i-int‘Fig. l1,'1each<of these clamps. ' 
- comprisesat'split'bushing adapted to'beidrawnlintot-ltight 
iengagernent with ‘sha'ft'61 ‘by means iofvscr'ewl 64. iThe 
Iregister is~attachedithereto fby bolti 65 and 'ibac'kedt‘by a 
~ coil -' spring 166,1 ‘whereby damage ‘tollthe“ mechanism will 
:Ibe prevented‘ should such ‘register ' accidentally ‘contact 
‘:other‘parts vof the I‘me'chanisnwin “operation. 1A5 fbest 
shown in Figs. 1 and 3, the end-of:'shaftif6l3iprotrtlding 
"through side frame memberrl‘icarries*aishortt'leverlarm 
1 and ‘cam roller‘i67 1 adapted: 'to" ride the ‘periphery/‘of cam 
#68 ‘driven’ with‘ theriimpression‘z-cylinderTI14. ‘1A¥=?tors‘ion. 
:‘spring 69'acts"on SUchIdeVerT-arm to? ‘holdf‘~rdlle1f-:67Hin 
sclose contact-‘with-therperiphery of‘ cam-'68. ‘vSuch; cam 
il'is- shaped ‘to rock shaft? 611 backr'fand' forth1tof'swing11for 
'1 =ward f register‘ 59- inri and“ “out i of ' ‘operativei‘position. 

rlA'zpulley 70 drivenwith"camz 68 "is" adaptedto be'con 
it‘nected' to ‘smaller pulley ' 71' by‘ imeanslof ‘ a ‘JV-belt" (-not 
*shown). Pulley 7li~isadaptedito drive‘lsp'ur lgear't'lz, 
"which ‘in turn drivesfgear' 73 and shaft" 74. “Mounted *on 
"shaft 74"for‘ro'ta'tion therewith is a'ro1l375-‘bearing'a 
":sp‘iral r1b'76-"about its periphery,}pr'eferably1 of- rubber. 
."As ‘shown in ‘the drawing; when"'roll“75» is‘ rotated 1in 
‘thei'direction‘illustrated in Fig. 3, such spiral‘jwill 'rnove 

Roll 75 is interrupted or circumferentially 

4 
position. As best shown in Figs. 21 and 22, the side 
register comprises “a small 'vertical ?ange '77 ' carried “ on 
a laterally adjustable plate member 78 which may be 
locked in desired position "by means of nut 79 threaded 
on stud 80. 
The operation of my.new sheet feeding mechanism is 

as follows. Slot 37 is so shaped that as rocker arm 22 
swings rearwardly, the sucker bar 42 and the sucker 
tips carried thereby will be rocked in counter-clockwise 

l0 direction, as‘viewed in Fig. 3. At the same time roller 
47 ‘encounters depression 81 in the periphery of cam 
29 thereby tilting guide-way 36 abruptly to lower the 
sucker tips into engagement with the forward portion-of 
the topmost sheet of the stack as illustrated in Fig. 3. 

15 At this point, the air blast from chamber 19 comes on 
tending to ?uff up and separate the uppermost sheets of 
the stack. Thesuctionthen comes on in such sucker 
bar and the sucker tips seize the sheet. Rocker arm 22 
fcont'inues1>its rearwardtmovement vfor a short distance 

20 suf?cient‘ to wiithdrawlheforward edge of the sheet' from 
beneath hold down 18. Simultaneously‘roller 47-‘en 
icounters .the-labruptxshoulder on lcam '29 succeedingz de 
ipressionrsl :an‘d. abruptly elevates/guide-way36 and the 
isucker bar and "sheet carried thereby. .As rocker arm 

25 l22‘nowfswings forward,'ithe.upward turn of slot-'37v causes 
Ithe-‘sucker ‘tips. andltherefore the: leading edge of the sheet 
vto-"be‘slightly tupwardly'inclined- causing such edge to 
:plane- through‘ the vair"withoutf‘drooping. The degree‘ of 
isuchr inclination may ‘be ‘regulated - by adjusting‘ screw "41 

30 'eveni'to a‘lpoint oflafl'ording no: inclination whatsoever if 
desired. As the sucker'tips-tapproach the forward limit 
'of itheirvmovementibetween"the'segments of'roll 75 with 
the forward edgeof ‘the sheet extending between "the 

_ -~lower-I'surfacel'of-Y'suchlroll- and the surface of'feed plate 
30 {16;the suctionv is'turned'off and the sheet released. "At 

»-this“point,ithe airliblastf from chamber 201 through open 
-‘ings»21icomes1on;causing the sheet to‘be pressed up 
vwardly 'against the spiral ‘ribs 'of- revolving roll’75. 5Si 
multaneously with the foregoing; roller v67 riding on cam 

40 f68ihas'rockedishafti'l?'lto swing" forward register ?ngers 
P60I1down1‘into'gaugingi position. The rotation of roll' 75 
'brings- theiforwardiedgeiof the ‘sheet into gauging en 
gagement 'withnsuchir?ngers and at the‘ same time the 

_ _movement of the spiral ribs 76 v‘to the‘ri'ght carries ‘the 
40 Ji?oatingi'sheetf into é'gauging engagement with side reg 

Ti‘sterr77. i“Because-"of thei‘fact that-the sucker tips have 
already carried the sheet so close to‘ the'impression cylin 
rder,1there. is: little?loss"ofiregisteri ‘between the stack and 
the above described registering meanssso' that ‘only slight 

5o-ladjustment of lthe-sheet‘ need be‘etfe'cted if ‘thestack‘ has 
Ibeen’prop'erlyépositioned upon‘ the feed table. "Register 
ri?ngers~60znowt'swingfback again'and sheet grippersi‘82 
‘ofTthe‘impression cylinder seize the forward edge‘ of the 

' sheet. 1' Rocker-arm 22 is'now swinging'rearwardly again 
55rand'v'the operation=is repeated. It‘has been found that 

‘1 sheet‘ feeding mechanism of the type‘described is capable 
of exceedingly rapid operation and, ‘indeed, ‘it- is ‘believed 
that for the ?rst time sheet Ifeeding means has ‘been‘pro 
“vided‘capable' of feeding individual‘sheets from a stack 

60 at'a rate comparable to that? at which a press of this 
>typetmay be effectivcly'run. ‘Thus, the speed of opera 
tion of the sheet feeding mechanism is‘ no-longer "the 
limiting factor-in'the operation of the press as has been 

'-'the ‘casein’ the'lpast. "The same ‘sheet may be run through 
65Iithe'press as? many aslseven-times without apparent‘loss 

"of register. 
_ Figs. 12-16 illustrate a modi?ed form of my ‘new 

?sh'e'et feedingfme‘chanism in/which 'the' guide-way ‘for the 
sucker bariniits'reciporcation is‘not adaptedto be tilted 

70 but is ?xedly; attached ateach end to side frame member 
2. Asithefdriving'rneans' ‘and registering means are the 

f'fs'ame" as in the‘ ?rst ‘embodiment ‘of my invention above 
tldescribed,‘llikelpa'rtsIwill be designated by like numerals. 
Means for controlling the rotative movement of 2the 

'l?’vsuckertbart about itsfaxis is provided, however, on but‘ one 
"side of =the¢press as such ‘means is sufficiently positive‘in 
its effect not to require duplication. 
‘A straighh'guide-way 83 in 'the form of a tubular 

bracket is rigidly attached to'- side‘frame member 2 and 
80 Is'upportsa ‘slide'84' sleeved‘ thereon in which one end of 

sucker bar'42 ‘is inountedi for pivotal movement about 
l-its-‘a'xis. "Such islide'i84'is also'pivotally connected by 
means of link 85 to the upper end of ‘lro‘ck‘er- arm“ 22 

"lsoi-thati as/such arm- 223 is oscillated ‘by rotation of‘ cam 
85 86, slide 84 and Sucker-‘bar‘v42will be ireciprocatedi along 
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guide-way 83. Mounted on the end of sucker bar 42 
for rotation therewith is a bracket member having arms 
87 and 88 extending therefrom approximately at right 
angles to each other. Arm 87 is adapted to contact 
the under surface of an eccentric 89 mounted on slide 
84 thereby limiting clockwise rotation of sucker bar 42 
as viewed in Fig. 12. A delicate adjustment of the de 
gree of such clockwise rotation is obtainable by turning 
such eccentric. 
The other, upwardly extending, arm 88 carries a cam 

roller 90 at its end adapted to engage the under surface 
of arm 91 pivotally mounted at 92 about guide-way 83 
on side frame member 2. Integral with such ?nger 91 
is another inner ?nger 93 carrying an upwardly extend 
ing bolt 94 which passes freely through a boss 95 on 
side frame member 2. A spring 96 between boss 95 
and arm 93 tends to urge such arm downwardly to the 
extent permitted by nut 97. Upward pressure on‘ such 
arm will, of course, result in compression of spring 96 
and upward movement of bolt 94 through boss 95. 
The lower surface of arm 91 contacting roller 90 pro 
vides a cam track having a shoulder 98 succeeded by 
a depression 99. A spring 100 serves to maintain roller 
90 in close engagement with the under surface of arm 91. 

In operation, as rocker arm 22 swings to the right, 
as viewed in Fig. 12, roller 90 encounters shoulder 98 
causing sucker bar 42 to be rotated in a counter-clock 
wise direction and bringing the sucker tips into contact 
with the top of the stack. Just prior to such contact, 
the air blast from longitudinal chamber 19 has been 
turned on to ?uff up the forward portion of the stack. 
As rocker arm 22 swings still further to the right, the 
sucker tips, now grasping the sheet, are caused to with 
draw the same from beneath the lip of hold down 18. 
During such movement roller 90 passes shoulder 98 and 
depression 99. Thereupon, sucker bar 42 is rotated 
abruptly in a clockwise direction and the sucker tips 
elevated with a snap action to raise the forward portion 
of the sheet as shown in Fig. 13. Rocker arm 22 is now 
swung to the left as cam 86 continues to turn, moving 
slide 84 to the left along guide-way 83. Stop 89 limits 
the rotation of sucker bar 42 in a clockwise direction so 
cam roller 90 is effective to push up arm 91 as it passes 
prominence 98. After the sucker tips have advanced 
between the segments of roll 75, the sheet is released for 
registering as shown in Fig. 14. The sheet feeding 
mechanism then repeats the cycle, the sheet being regis 
tered and seized by impression cylinder grippers 82 in 
the same manner as previously explained. 
A modi?ed embodiment of the mechanism of my in 

vention is illustrated in Figs. 17-20 where guide-way 101 
is mounted on studs 102 and 103 carried by bracket 
plates 104 respectively welded to side frame members 
1 and 2. Sucker bar 42, here of rectangular cross sec 
tion as shown in Fig. 18, is pivotally connected at each 
end by means of pins 105 to slides 106 adapted to be 
reciprocated along such guide-ways 101. Arms 107 ex 
tending forwardly from such sucker bar are connected 
to brackets 108 on such slides by means of tension springs '» 
109. The means for reciprocating slides 106 along guide 
ways 101 are substantially identical with that previously 
illustrated and described and the parts are accordingly 
identi?ed by like numerals. A slightly different form of 
device for maintaining chain 27 in tight engagement with 
the sprockets is, however, shown comprising an idler 
wheel 110 carried at the end of threaded rod 111 adapted 
to be locked in adjusted position relative to lower frame 
member 114 by means of nuts 112 and 113. 
As best shown in Figs. 18 and 19, the left-hand end 

of sucker bar 42 carries an upwardly extending lever 
arm 115 bearing a cam roller 116 at its upper end, 
such lever arm corresponding generally to lever arm 88 
of the Fig. 12 embodiment. Pivotally mounted on boss 
117 is a slotted arm 118 carrying on its lower surface 
a cam track member 119 adjustable longitudinally along 
such slot and adapted to be retained in desired position 
by means of screw 120. The action of springs 109 serves 
to hold roller 116 in close contact with such cam track 
119. Limiting the degree to which such springs are ef 
fective to rotate sucker bar 42 in a counter-clockwise 
‘direction, as viewed in Fig. 18, is an adjustable screw 
121 threaded through a bracket 122 extending from slide 
106, the lower end of such screw engaging the upper 
surface of arm 107. A flanged bracket 123 extends over 
pivotally mounted arm 118 from member 104. A pin 
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124 fastened in arm 118 extends upwardly through an 
aperture in bracket 123 and carries an adjusting nut 
125 threaded thereon. Between such nut and such 
bracket about such pin is a compression spring 126. It 
will, therefore, be seen that by turning such nut to 
compress such spring, the pressure urging arm 118 and 
therefore cam track 119- downwardly into engagement 
with roller 116 may be regulated as desired, a cotter pin 
127 preventing pin 124 from being drawn through the 
aperture in bracket 123. t 
The operation of this last-described embodiment of my 

invention is substantially that of the embodiment shown 
in Figs. 12-16. However, after seating cam track 119 
in the proper position, the angle at which the advancing 
sucker tips will carry the sheet may be regulated by 
adjusting screw 121 so that the forward edge of very 
thin sheets of paper may be rather sharply upwardly in 
clined, whereas heavier and stiffer sheets will be given 
a relatively small degree of inclination, the rectangular 
cross section of sucker bar 42 affording a suf?cient de 
gree of clearance. In Figs. 17 and 18, the ribbed regis 
ter roll 75 is shown driven directly by means of-a belt 
128 and a pulley 129 instead of through the pulley and 
gear train as shown in Fig. 1. Its operation is, how 
ever, identical. ' 

It will be seen from the foregoing that I have provided 
new sheet feeding mechanism which is adapted for very 
rapid operation and may be readily adjusted to accom 
modate either heavy or light sheets. Since as little as 
2% inches may intervene between the forward edge of 
the stack and the point where the grippers on the im 
pression cylinder seize the forward edge of the sheet, 
it is obvious that the press may be of -very compact 
construction, a matter of some importance to small 
jobbers and the like. Because of the small distance be~ 
tween the stack and the impression cylinder, sheets may 
be fed as rapidly as the press may otherwise be run with 
out the complexity of lapped feeding usually required 
when operating presses at high speeds. Despite such 
high speed operation, exceedingly accurate register is 
obtained due partly to the short distance and positive 
control over the sheet being advanced and partly to my 
novel register means which quickly performs any‘ ?nal 
slight adjustment in the position of the sheet required 
before such sheet is snatched by the gripper means on 
the impression cylinder. ' 

This application is a division of my co-pending applica 
tion Serial No. 696,992, ?led September 14,1946, now 
abandoned. 

Other modes of applying the principle of the invention 
may be employed, change being made as regards the de 
tails described, provided the features stated in any of the 
following claims or the equivalent of such be employed. 

I therefore particularly point out and distinctly claim 
as my invention: . 

1. In sheet feeding mechanism, suction means opera 
tive to seize and advance the topmost sheet of a stack, 
a guide-way for said suction means as it‘ thus advances, 
means operative to tilt 'said guide-way during such ad 
vance, and means operative to tilt said suction means 

‘relative to said guide~way during such advance. 
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2. In sheet feeding mechanism,’ suction means op 
erative to seize and advance the topmost sheet of a stack, 
a guide-way for said suction means as it thus advances, 
means operative to tilt said guide-way to elevate said 
suction means during such advance, and means operative 
to tilt said suction means relative to said guide-way dur 
ing such advance. 

3. In sheet feeding mechanism, suction means operative 
to seize the topmost sheet of a stack adjacent its forward 
edge and advance the same, a guide-way for said suction 
means as it thus advances, means operative “to- elevate 

- said guide-way to elevate said suction means during such 
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advance, and means operative to tilt said suction means 
relative to said guide-way to upwardly incline the forward 
edge of such sheet during such advance. 

4. In sheet feeding mechanism, suction means opera 
tive to seize the topmost sheet of a stack adjacent its 
forward edge and advance the same, a guide'way for 
said suction means as it thus advances pivotally mounted 
for oscillation in a vertical plane, cam means operative 
to tilt said guide-way about such pivotal mounting to 
elevate said suction means during such advance, and 
cam means operative to tilt said suction means relative 
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,to saidiguideway, to upwardly ,inclinethe forward edge 
,of-such sheetduring such advance. 
,5. In’ sheet feeding mechanism, suction means. opera 

tiveto. seize and advance the topmost sheet of a stack 
comprising a horizontal pivotally mounted sucker bar, 
ztubular arms extending therefrom over such stack, sucker 
tips-rigidly ?xed to thefree ends of said arms adapted 
.to- engage the upper surface of such stack, and a lever 
,arm on said pivotally mounted sucker bar; a guide-way 
inclined relative to such stack along which said sucker 
bar; is adapted to be laterally reciprocated; and means 
,operative on said lever arm to rock said sucker bar abrupt 
rly~toqelevate said sucker, tips immediately after seizing 
such-sheet to elevate such sheet from such stack. 

6.-In sheet, feeding mechanism, suction means opera 
:tive to seize and advance the topmost sheet of a stack 
comprising a horizontal pivotally mounted sucker bar, 
tubjular arms extending therefrom over such stack, sucker 
tips rigidly ?xed to the free ends of said arms adapted to 
‘engage the upper surface of such stack, and a lever arm 
onsaid pivotally mounted sucker bar; a guide-way along 
_'which said sucker bar, is adapted to be laterally recipro 
cated; means operative on said lever arm to rock said 
‘sucker-bar abruptly to elevatesaid sucker tips imme 
diately after seizing such sheet, and a stop adapted to-v 
limit the degree of elevation of said sucker tips. 

7.--In sheet'feeding mechanism, suction means opera 
--tive to seize and advance the topmost sheet of a stack 
comprising a horizontal pivotally mounted sucker bar, 
tubular arms extending therefrom over such stack, sucker 
tips rigidly ?xed to the free ends of said arms adapted 
tov engage the upper surface of such stack, and a lever 
.:arm on said pivotally mounted sucker bar; a guide-way 
.-along which said sucker bar is adapted to be laterally 
-reciprocated; a roller on the end of said lever arm; a v 
cam track resiliently engaging said roller; resilient means 
vurging said roller into engagement with said track a 
shoulder .on said track adapted to rock said lever arm 
and sucker bar- as said sucker bar is reciprocated in one 
direction, whereby said sucker tips will be depressed 
into‘ engagement with the top of such stack; a recess in 
said track beyond said shoulder adapted to permit said 
‘lever arm and sucker bar to rock abruptly to elevate 
=said sucker tips upon further reciprocation in the same 
‘direction; and a stop limiting the degree of elevation of 
said sucker tips upon reciprocation past said shoulder in 
the opposite direction. 

‘8. In sheet feeding mechanism, means operative to 
seize and advance the topmost sheet of a stack compris 
ing apivotally mounted carriage and suction means rigid- ' 
1y ?xed to and disposed forwardly of said carriage; a 
guideway along which said carriage is adapted to be re 
ciprocated; means for rocking said carriage comprising 
a lever arm ?xed thereto, a cam roller on said lever arm, 
a resiliently backed cam track adapted to engage said 
'roller, resisient means urging said roller into engage 
ment with said track, a shoulder on said cam track adapt 
.ed to rock said lever to depress said suction means as 
said carriage is reciprocated in one direction, and a 
.stop adapted to limit the degree of elevation of said 
suction means upon reciprocation of said carriage in the 
opposite direction. 

9.-In- sheetfeeding mechanism, means operative to 
seize and advance the top-most sheet of a stack compris 
ing a pivotally mounted carriage and suction means 
rigidly ?xed to and disposed forwardly of said carriage, 
a guide-way along which said carriage is adapted to be 
reciprocated, a lever arm ?xed to said carriage, means 
operative to rock said lever arm to depress said suction 
means into engagement with the top-most sheet of such 
stack, andmeans operative to rock said lever arm abrupt 
‘ly to elevate said suction means immediately after seiz 
‘ ing such sheet. 

‘10. In'sheet feeding mechanism, means operative to 
1-seize and advance the top-most sheet of a stack com-. 
prising a horizontal pivotally mounted sucker bar, tu 
bular arms extending therefrom over such stack, sucker 
~tips rigidly ?xed to the ends of said arms adapted to 
engage the upper surface of such stack, and a lever 
zarm, onv said pivotally mounted sucker bar; a guide-way 
,along which said sucker bar is adapted to be reciprocated; 
¢;,a<-cam-roller on the end of said lever arm, a cam track 
.rresiliently engaging said roller, resilient means urging 
igsaid roller-into engagement with said cam track, a shoul 
gdergonpsaid cam track adapted to rock said leverv arm 
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vandspckerbar, as'the latter is reciprocated inronedirec 
tion and thereby depress-said sucker- tips intoengage 

_- menttwith the top of such.stack,,a recess insaid camtr'ack 
beyond said shoulder adapted to permit said lever; arm 
and sucker bar to rockabruptly to elevate said. sucker 
tips upon further reciprocation of said sucker .bar -m the 
.same direction; astop limiting the vdegree of.elevati0n 
of said sucker tips upon reciprocation past said, shoulder 
in the opposite direction; air blast means adapted to blow 
against the upper portion of the. forward edge'ofsuch 
stack to facilitate separation of the top-most sheet :from 
such stack; and vertically slidable hold-down means 
adapted to rest on the, forward edge of such stack. 

11. .In the method of feeding , sheets to a printing 
press or the like which comprises subjecting the forward 
.edge of a stack of'sheets to a blast of air and themed 
vancing the top-most sheet, thesteps of vyieldably-hold 
ing down the forward edge portion of suchrstackof 
sheets, moving the top-most sheet rearwardly to free 
the forward edge thereof, then abruptly elevating .the 
portion of such sheet adjacent the forward edgecthere 
of and advancing the same. 

12. In the method of feeding, sheets to a printingpress 
or the like which comprises subjecting the forwardedge 
of a stackrof sheets tea-blast of air and then.advancing 
the top-most sheet, the steps of yieldably holding down 
the forward edge portion of such stack of sheets,tmoving 
the top-most sheet rearwardly to free the‘ forward edge 
thereof, then abruptly elevating the portion of,- such sheet 
adjacent the forward edge thereof and advancing ‘the 
same, and upwardly inclining the forward portion of such 
advancing sheet. ' 

13. In sheet feedingmechanism, means operative to 
seize and advance the top-most sheet of a stack compris 
ing a carriageand sucker tips rigidly ?xed to and dis 
posed forwardly ofsaid carriage, a guide-Way .along 
which said carriage is adapted to be reciprocatedtomove 
said sucker tips from av positionabove such stack to_._a 
position forwardly thereof, .said carriage being pivotally 
mounted to rock said sucker tips intoand outof stack 
vengaging position, resilientmeans urging said suckertips 
upwardly, and cam means adaptedto rock said carriage 
tov depress said sucker tips into stack-engaging position 
against the action of said resilient means during.v rear 
ward movement of said carriage and then to release said 
carriage fori abrupt upward movement of said suckergtips 
under the. in?uencelof said resilient means prior to-the 
next forward movement of said carriage. 

14. In sheet‘feeding mechanism, means operative to 
seize and advance thetop-most sheet of.a stack com 
prising a carriage and suction means rigidly ?xed toand 
disposed forwardly of. said carriage, a guide-wayalong 
which said carriage is adapted to be reciprocated to 
move said suction means ‘from a position .. abovesuch 
stack to a position forwardly thereof, said carriage be 
ing pivotally mounted to rock said suction means .into 
and out of stack-engaging position, means adapted .to 
rock said carriage to depress said suction means into 
stack-engaging position during rearward movement of 
said_carriage, and means operative thereaftertorock said 
carriageabruptly to elevate said 81.101101'1 means prior. to 
the next'forward movement of said carriage. 
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